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Artist: Stir
Album: Unknown
Song: Skeletons

Tabbed by Brian Tolle (tolledesign@yahoo.com)
------------------------------------------------------

Tuning: Standard (e-B-G-D-A-E)

B                                   E
She picks her clothes and lays them out
                             B
Runs her fingers through her hair
                                 E
Makes up the words and sings out loud
                       B
And dances through the air

She pulls her skirt up
           E
Checks her makeup
                     C#m
A tear runs down her face
                    A
It ll always be the same
                   F#
Some things never change

Your colors never fade

B             E
One world one life
                    C#m
One love a sacrifice
                               F#
Nothing to fear that she can t hide

The skeletons inside
B             E
One world one life
                              C#m
Is there a chance for you and I?
                          F#
Underneath you just can t hide



The skeletons inside

B-E x2

B                                E
She closed the door and walked away
                        B
Sits alone at the hotel bar
                               E
With all the years she can t erase over 
                           C#m
Is the hardest place to start
                      A
Will it always be the same?
                  F#
Some things never change

Your colors never fade

B             E
One world one life
                   C#m
One love one sacrifice
                               F#
Nothing to fear that you can t hide

The skeletons inside
B             E
One world one life
                              C#m
Is there a chance for you and I?
                          F#
Underneath you just can t hide
                    A
The skeletons inside

A     F#                  Abm Bbm B E F#
We all have skeletons inside
                  B
Your colors never fade
       E
Never fade

C#m                   A
Will it always be the same?
                  F#



Some things never change

Your colors never fade

B             E
One world one life
                  C#m
One love one sacrifice
                               F#
Nothing to fear that you can t hide

The skeletons inside
B             E
One world one life
                              C#m
Is there a chance for you and I?

Underneath you cannot hide
F#
The skeletons inside
B             E
One world one life
                  C#m
One love one sacrifice
                               F#
Nothing to fear that you can t hide
       
The skeletons inside
B            E
One love one life
                  C#m
One love one sacrifice
                               F#
Nothing to fear that you can t hide
                    A
The skeletons inside

A     F#                B    E
We all have skeletons inside

B-E-B

ENJOY!


